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MANUFACTURER & PRODUCT INFORMATION
Manufacturer:
Products:
Population:

Ford Motor Company
MY 2009-2011 Ford Escape, Fusion, Mariner and Milan
724,982 (Estimated)

Problem Description:

Consumers have reported incidents of electronic throttle body failure while driving,
resulting in sudden reduction of engine power.

FAILURE REPORT SUMMARY
ODI

Manufacturer

Total

123

1,472

1448**

Crashes/Fires:

0

3

3

Injury Incidents:

0

1

1

Number of Injuries:

0

1

1

Fatality Incidents:

0

TBD

TBD

Number of Fatalities:

0

TBD

TBD

Other*:

0

27,505

27,505

Complaints:

*Description of Other: Warranty claims that relate to repair or replacement of the subject component.
** Total eliminates duplicates received by ODI and manufacturer.

ACTION / SUMMARY INFORMATION
Action:

Defect Petition DP12-006 has been granted. A Preliminary Investigation has been opened.

Summary:
In a letter dated August 30, 2012, The North Carolina Consumers Council (NCCC) petitioned the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to initiate a defect investigation of alleged electronic throttle body failures
resulting in engine stall or surge while driving in model year (MY) 2005 through 2012 Ford Escape vehicles. On
October 2, 2012 the Office of Defects Investigation (ODI) opened a Defect Petition DP12-006 to evaluate whether to
grant or deny the petition. The petition is hereby granted on certain model years.
The NCCC letter cites two complaints of stall while driving in MY 2009 Ford Escape vehicles that were diagnosed as
failed throttle bodies with diagnostic trouble codes (DTC) P2111, Throttle Body Stuck Open, and P2112, Throttle Body
Stuck Closed. The petitioner indicates that the owners of both vehicles reported experiencing repeated incidents of
stalling and engine surging. According to Ford, Escape non-hybrid vehicles are equipped with Electronic Throttle
Body (ETB) assemblies beginning with MY 2009. Vehicles manufactured between June 22, 2009 and October 15,
2009 may contain contaminated printed circuit boards (PCB) with plating variations. Plating variations could lead to a
lack of continuity in the throttle position sensor circuit where P2111 and/or other DTCs would be generated and stored.
Ford and its electronic throttle body supplier, Delphi, modified the PCB manufacturing process and issued a technical
service bulletin (TSB) 09-23-5. Vehicles produced after October 15, 2009 incorporated ETBs manufactured with a
PCB process that resolved this condition.
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ODI's analysis identified a total of 123 unique reports indicating allegations of reduced motive power or vehicle stall.
Depending on the condition of throttle control system malfunction, a driver may experience varying levels of reduced
engine performance associated with three limp home modes. In two limp modes, reduced engine performance may
maintain vehicle speeds above 20mph while the third is a limited limp home mode with engine speeds limited to
approximately 900 RPM. Allegations of stall appear to be related to the limited limp home mode. Vehicles are not
likely to unexpectedly stall as a result of this condition, but drivers may characterize the reduced functionality as a
stall, even though their vehicle may still has motive capability.
Allegations of vehicle surge appear to be related to limp home mode operation. Complaints alleging surge are most
likely related to engine RPM fluctuations at low vehicle speeds or idle as the control system engages to prevent
engine stall. In limited limp mode, rough-idle conditions may exist while the control system attempts to modulate
engine RPMs once the vehicle reaches a reduced speed to maintain approximately 900 RPM.
Separately, ODI received 59 complaints alleging incidents of engine stall while driving in model year (MY) 2010-2011
Ford Fusion vehicles. Approximately 60 percent (36) of the incidents occurred at speeds of 40 miles per hour or more.
Eighty percent of complaints (47) were received beginning March 2012 and 14 complaints reported that the throttle
body was replaced or DTCs associated with limp home modes. Additionally, Ford issued TSB 10-21-6 addressing
DTCs associated with idle speed drops and limited limp home mode.
The complaints show an apparent increasing trend. A Preliminary Evaluation has been opened to assess the scope,
frequency and potential safety consequences associated with the alleged defect.
See additional information for the VOQs associated with the opening of this investigation.
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The VOQs associated with the opening of this investigation are:

10491950,10491949,10491794,10491633,10491486,10490732,10490704,10489221,10487928,1048787
6,10486647,10485843,10483126,10482602,10482014,10481970,10479854,10479567,10478825,104782
69,10475894,10475123,10474622,10474445,10473149,10471210,10470846,10470371,10469929,10461
708,10456107,10454117,10452751,10449203,10438795,10434933,10420602,10369378,10369252,1035
5636,10348696,10346286,10346209,10341225,10340131,10316859,10310756,10302043,10478723,104
88954,10452353,10435254,10398549,10396423,10303756,10284481,10491985,10490678,10485035,10
482730,10481089,10474037,10467994,10467849,10463645,10437318,10464040,10473279,10459847,1
0467979,10473674,10467013,10470444,10456833,10462376,10466712,10378957,10460520,10454782,
10469600,10438114,10459890,10334467,10426879,10466292,10466537,10473092,10465073,1047125
2,10455597,10465378,10466753,10427644,10432795,10435720,10461093,10474513,10452984,104655
89,10430528,10474282,10470839,10439118,10468385,10474044,10465654,10451068,10457721,10461
267,10465216,10434989,10467849,10478897,10464678,10460117,10467987,10479712,10363007,1045
6820,10467688,10471544,10469282,10459974

